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(57) When making a request for providing informa-

tion from a VCD server 11, a client uses a WWW
browser 27 for accessing an HTML document including

a control code for controlling the VCD server 11. If an

HTML document distributed from a WWW server 21

includes the control code, the client sends a request for

controlling the VCD server 11 to the WWW server 21

via a network 18 (which may include the Internet). The
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control request is sent from the WWW server 21 to a

server interface 23. The server interface 23 gives an

instruction to a server controller 22 for controlling the

VOD server 1 1 . Output data of the VOD server 1 1 (e.g.

AV data) is supplied to the client through a wide band-

width transmission line 1 9 different from the network 1 8.
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Description

Background of the Invention

Technical Reld Pertinent to the Invention s

The present invention relates to an apparatus for

providing specific information on demand and a method

thereof and a computer-readable storage medium

retaining a program for providing information. 10

Prior Art

A video on demand (VOD) system has been com-

mercialized for distributing video data and audio data is

and so on from a server on a client's demand for obtain-

ing a movie, a program, etc. In a conventional VOD sys-

tem a client's side terminal unit uses dedicated software

for communications with a server. The dedicated soft-

ware provides a user interface, using a programming 20

language such as the C language, which responds to

demands of a client input at a client's side terminal unit.

Furthermore the dedicated software is designed to con-

form to sections for communicating with server control

software. 25

The VOD system may be used by various clients

including a museum, a showroom, a small theater and a

shop. It is therefore required to provide a client's side

terminal unit with a user interface specifically designed

for each user. Each user interface may dynamically 30

change with time and seasons or with an exhibition at a

museum and so on.

However, customization of each user interface is

not easily achieved for responding to each customer's

demands in the method using the dedicated software in 35

the client's side terminal unit for communications with

the server. It is therefore difficult for the conventional

VOD system to deal with frequent changes of a user

interface and to support various clients with different

specifications. ^
Another problem of the VOD system for use by var-

ious clients Is the difficulty in creating a renewed user

interface conforming to the client's demands. That is, for

introducing the VOD system, it is required to newly cre-

ate a means for communications between a client's side 45

terminal unit and a server in a physical form as well as

in a form of software. On the server's side, server con-

trol software dedicated to the VOD system Is required

for controlling the server. On the other hand, it is

required for the client's side terminal unit to communi- so

cate with the server control software on the server's

side through client software operating on the terminal

unit for requesting the server control software for repro-

ducing image data or audio data and so on.

Although a VOD system has been described so far, ss

the foregoing problems apply to any system for provid-

ing information on a client's demand.

It is an object of the invention to provide an appara-

2

tus for providing information and a method thereof and

a computer-readable storage medium retaining a pro-

gram for providing information, each for easily creating

and customizing a user interface conforming to client's

demands.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An apparatus of tiie invention for providing informa*

tion comprises a means for receiving a demand for pro-

viding information from a client through a networK using

a world wide web as a system for providing a link to

information on an Internet, and a means for sending

information to the client through a transmission line dif-

ferent from the network in response to tiie demand for

providing information from the client received by tiie

means for receiving a demand.

A metiiod of the invention for providing information

comprises tiie steps of receiving a demand for providing

information from a client tiirough a network, using tiie

world wide web as a system fa providing a link to infor-

mation on the Internet, and sending information to the

client tiirough a transmission line different from tiie net-

work in response to the received demand for providing

information from tiie client.

A computer-readable storage medium according to

the invention stores a program for providing infornriation

which allows a computer to implement a function of

receiving a demand for providing information from a cli-

ent through a network, using the world wide web as a

system for providing a link to information on the Internet,

and a function of sending information to the client

tiirough a transmission line different from the network in

response to the demand for providing information from

tiie client received by the function of receiving a

demand.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Rg. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a main part of a

VOD system including an information providing appara-

tus of an embodiment of the invention.

Rg. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an overall con-

figuration of tiie VOD system of tiie embodiment of the

invention.

Rg. 3 is a block diagram illusti'ating an example of a

computer used as a server computer and a client com-

puter in Fig. 1

.

Rg. 4 is a block diagram illusti'ating an example of a

VOD server in Fig. 1

.

Rg. 5 is a table for showing an example of a rela-

tionship table stored in tiie server computer in Fig. 1

.

Rg. 6 is a chart for illusti'ating an operation of the

VOD system of the emtxxjiment of the invention.

Rg. 7 illustrates a relationship between a frame out-

putted from the client computer and a frame shown on a

display

Rg. 8 illusti^ates the VOD system of the embodi-

EP0 872 987A2
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ment connected to an external Internet.

Fig. 9 illustrates the client computer of the en*)odl-

ment connected to a plurality of server computers for

VOD server control.

Fig. 10 illustrates an example of a CATV system.

Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a modification

of the VOD server of the enobodiment of the invention.

Fig. 12 illustrates an application of the invention to

an auto-changer system using disk players.

Fig. 13 illustrates an application of the invention to

an auto-changer system using video cassette record-

ers.

Detailed Description of Certain Preferred Embodi-

ments

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be
described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a main part of a

VOD system including an apparatus for providing infor-

mation of an embodiment of the invention. The VOD
system is a system for providing specific video informa-

tion and audio information through a plurality of chan-

nels on demands of a plurality of clients for providing

information. The VOD system comprises: a VOD server

1 1 for storing information to be provided for clients and

sending out a specific piece of information in response

to instructions; a server computer 12 for controlling tiie

VOD server 11; a client computer 13 for sending a

request for providing information to tiie server computer

12; a rate converter 14 for converting video signals out-

putted from the client computer 13 into video signals for

display on a display 16; a switcher 15 for switching

between video signals sent from the VOD server 1 1 via

a high bandwidtii, independent link 19 and video signals

outputted from tiie rate converter 14 for output to tiie

display 16 for displaying a video image. The apparatus

for providing information of the embodiment is made up

of the VOD server 11 and the server computer 12.

The VOD server 1 1 has output channels for a plu-

rality of video data and audio data (referred to as AV
data in the following description). The VOD server 11

and tiie server computer 12 are connected to each

other through a serial transmission line 17 utilizing a

serial interface such as an RS232C. The server compu-

ter 1 2 and the client computer 1 3 are connected to each

other through a network 18, such as an Internet, using

an Etiiernet, for example. Although the one client com-

puter 13 is shown in Fig. 1, a plurality of client comput-

ers 13 each receiving information from tiie VOD sender

11 are connectable to tiie network 18 and a separate

channel or link 19. Each switcher 15 corresponding to

one of the client computers 13 is connected to one of

the plurality of output channels of the VOD server 1

1

through tiie separate transmission line 19.

In tiie embodiment tiie VOD server 11 and the

server conrputer 12 are called a server's side. The client

computer 13, the rate converter 14, the switcher 15 and

the display 16 are called a client's side.

The server computer 12 comprises: a world wide

web (WWW) server 21 for management and distribution

5 and so on of information carried on the Internet using a

WWW as a system for allowing a link to information on

the Internet; a sender controller 22 for controlling tiie

VOD server 1 1 by giving a command to the VOD server

11 through the serial transmission line 17; a server

10 interface 23 for interfacing between the WWW server 21

and the server controller 22; and a hypertext markup

language (HTML) file disk 24 for storing an HTML docu-

ment written in tiie HTML as a hypertext language. The

HTML file disk 24 is accessible from eitiier the WWW
IS server 21 or the server controller 22. The WWW server

21, tiie server controller 22 and the server interface 23

are each implemented by reloadable software (pro-

grams). The HTML file disk 24 is inplemented by a hard

disk in the server computer 12.

20 The server computer 12 shown in Fig. 1 con'e-

sponds to a means for receiving a demand (a function of

receiving a demand), a means for generating informa-

tion indicating sending (a function of generating infor-

mation indicating sending) and a means for sending a

25 program (a function of sending a program). The VOD
server 1 1 corresponds to a means for sending informa-

tion (a function for sending information).

The server computer 1 2 uses Windows NT® (a reg-

istered trademark of Microsoft Corporation), for exam-

30 pie, for an operating system. The WWW server 21 is

implemented tiirough installing software such as Micro-

soft-Internet information server (IIS™, a trademark of

Microsoft Corporation). The server interface 23 is, for

example, implemented by software designed in compli-

35 ance with an Internet server application programming

interface (ISAPI) as additional software for providing

extensions for theWWW server implemented by the IIS.

The client computer 13 comprises: a parallel

input/output (PIO) controller 26 for controlling parallel

40 inputs and outputs and a WWW browser 27 for access-

ing a WWW server on the Internet using the WWW. A
suitable browser might be tiie commercially available

Internet Explorer™ (a trademark of Microsoft Corpora-

tion) or Netscape Navigator® (a registered trademark of

45 Netscape Communications Corporation). The PIO con-

ti-oller 26 and tiie WWW browser 27 are each imple-

mented by software (a program). The PIO controller 26

has a function of controlling tiie switcher 15 at com-

mands from the WWW server 21

.

50 HTML documents are stored on the HTML file disk

24 in tiie server computer 12. The HTML documents

include control codes for implementing a user interface

using ttie WWW browser 27. The control codes

included in the HTML documents include control codes

55 for controlling the VOD server 11. The WWW browser

27 sends a request via the network 1 8 for cont-olling tiie

VOD server 1 1 to the WWW server 21 when a conti-ol

code for controlling ttie VOD server 1 1 is included in an
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HTML document distributed via the network 1 8 from the

WWW server 21. The control request is sent from the

WWW server 21 to the server interface 23. The server

interface 23 gives an instruction to the server controller

22 for executing control at the control request. On 5

receiving the Instruction, the server controller 22 gives a

command to the VOD server 1 1 through the serial trans-

mission line 1 7 to control the VOD server 1 1

.

The server controller 22 has data of a table indicat-

ing a relationship between the output channels and 10

Internet addresses (IP addresses), that is. addresses

on the network 18 of the plurality of client computers 13.

Fig. 5 shows an example of such a relationship table.

TTie relationship table is made by an administrator of the

VOD system. When the client computer 13 makes a 15

request for providing information, the server controller

22 refers to the relationship table to determine the out-

put channel corresponding to the Internet address of

the client computer 13 that made the request. The

server controller 22 then controls the VOD server 1 1 so 20

that the requested information is sent through the corre-

sponding separate link 19 to the client computer 13 that

made the request for providing the information.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an overall con-

figuration of the VOD system of the embodiment. The 25

VOD system shown comprises: the server computer 12

connected to the network 18; the VOD server 1 1 whose

operation is controlled by the server computer 12; and

four terminal units 31 to 34 of the client's side each con-

nected to the network 18. In this example the VOD 30

server 1 1 has six output channels chl to ch6 for AV
data. The terminal units 31 to 34 receive AV data from

the respective output channels chl to ch4 of the VOD
server 11 via the separate links 19. In Fig. 2 V and A
each represent video data and audio data, respectively 35

The terminal unit 31 has a configuration similar to

that of the client's side in Fig. 1. The terminal unit 31

comprises: a client computer 13 connected to the net-

work 1 8; a rate converter 1 4 for converting video signals

outputted from the client computer 1 3 into video signals 40

for display on a display 16; a switcher 15 for switching

between video signals sent from the VOD server 1 1 and

video signals outputted from the rate converter 14 for

output; and a display 16 for receiving video signals out-

putted from the switcher 15 and displaying a video 45

image. Besides switching video signals, the switcher 15

in this example further has a function of switching

between audio signals sent from the VOD server 1 1 and

audio signals outputted from the client computer 13.

The terminal unit 31 further connprises active speakers so

36 and headphones 37 for receiving audio signals out-

putted from the switcher 15 for audio output; and a

trackball 38 connected to the client computer 13. In the

example the client contputer 13 has a function of receiv-

ing video signals from an external source for manipula- ss

tion. Video signals sent from the VOD server 1 1 are

inputted to the client computer 13 as well.

The terminal unit 32 comprises two head-mount

displays 39 instead of the display 16. the active speak-

ers 36 and the headphones 37 in the terminal unit 31.

The head-mount displays 39 each incorporate speakers

and receive video and audio signals outputted from the

switcher 15 for image display and audio output.

The terminal unit 33 conprises: a client computer

13 connected to the network 18; a touch monitor 41 for

displaying video signals outputted from the client com-

puter 13 and for functioning as a touch panel used for

giving instructions to the client computer 13; active

speakers 42 and headphones 43 for receiving audio sig-

nals outputted from the VOD server 1 1 and audio sig-

nals outputted from the client computer 13 for audio

output. The client computer 13 in the terminal unit 33

has a function of receiving video signals from an exter-

nal source for manipulation. Video signals sent from the

VOD server 1 1 are inputted to the client computer 1 3 as

well. The client connputer 13 further has a function for

overlaying an image made of video signals sent from

the VOD server 1 1 on a frame created by the client com-

puter 13 on the touch monitor 41. Another function of

the client computer 13 is controlling the overlay display

at commands from the WWW server 21

.

The terminal unit 34 comprises: a client computer

13 connected to the network 18; a touch panel 44 for

displaying video signals outputted from the client com-

puter 13 and for giving instructions to the client compu-

ter 13; a display 45 for receiving video signals sent from

the VOD server 11 for video image display; and an

audio system 46 for receiving audio signals outputted

from the VOD server 1 1 for audio output.

Rg. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a

computer used as the server computer 12 and the client

computer 13 in Fig. 1. The computer comprises: a cen-

tral processing unit (CPU) 51 ; read only memory (ROM)

52; random access memory (RAM) 53; an interface

(shown as in l/F in the Figure) 54 for a display; an inter-

face 60 for connection with the network 1 8; and a bus 50

for connecting the constituents. The computer further

comprises: a hard disk 62; a CD-ROM drive 63; a floppy

disk drive 64; a keyboard 65; and a mouse 66, each

connected to the bus 50 through separate interfaces 55

to 59, respectively

In the computer shown in Fig. 3, the CPU 51 exe-

cutes an application program stored in any of the hard

disk 62, a CD-ROM driven by the CD-ROM drive 63 and

a floppy disk driven by the floppy disk drive 64, with the

RAM 53 as a work area. In the server computer 12, a

program for implementing the WWW server 21, the

server controller 22 and the server interface 23 corre-

sponds to a program for sending information of the

embodiment. Consequentiy, a CD-ROM or a floppy disk

corresponds to a computer-readable storage medium
retaining a program for sending information when a pro-

gram for implementing the WWW server 21, the server

controller 22 and tiie server interface 23 in the server

computer 12 is stored on either the CD-ROM driven by

the CD-ROM drive 63 or the floppy disk driven by the
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flopp/ disk drive 64 and the program stored thereon is

then installed on the hard disk 62.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of

the VOD server in Rg. 1. The VOD server 11 shown

comprises a storage section 71 and a control section 5

72. The storage section 71 has a plurality of hard disk

drives (HDDs) 73 each for driving a hard disk. AV data

to be provided for a client is stored on a hard disk driven

by each HDD 73.

The control section 72 has: a main CPU 74; a HDD
interface (shown as HDD l/F) 75; AV data output sec-

tions 76 for every output channel connected to a sepa-

rate link 19; and an internal bus 77 for interconnecting

the constituents. The HDD interface 75 is connected to

the HDDs 73 in the storage section 71 . Each AV data

output section 76 ou^suts AV data retrieved from the

hard disk in the storage section 71 through the HDD
interface 75 to a transmission line 19 in Fig. 1 through a

corresponding channel 76. The main CPU 74 has a

communication section 78 for communicating with the

sender conputer 12 through the serial transmission line

1 7 in Fig. 1 and an AV data interface (shown as AV data

l/F) 79 for receiving AV data to be stored in the storage

section 71 from an encoder not shown. The communi-

cation section 78 and the AV data interface 79 are

Implemented through software. The main CPU 74

receives commands sent from the server computer 12

through the serial transmission line 17 at the communi-

cation section 78. In accordance with the commands
the main CPU 74 controls the HDD 73 in the storage

section 71 for retrieving desired AV data. The retrieved

AV data is then outputted through the AV data output

section 76 in accordance with the commands.

The operations of the VOD system shown in Fig. 1

will now be described, including operations of the VOD
server 1 1 and the server computer 12 as an apparatus

for providing information of the embodiment. The follow-

ing description serves for a method of providing infor-

mation of the embodiment and a program for providing

information stored in a computer-readable storage

medium of the embodiment as well.

As previously mentioned, the HTML file disk 24 in

the server computer 12 stores HTML documents includ-

ing control codes for implementing a user interface

using the WWW browser 27. The control codes

included in the HTML documents include control codes

for controlling the VOD sender 11. When a request is

made on the client's side for control of the VOD server

11, such as a request for providing information, that is,

for replaying AV data, theWWW browser 27 is used for

accessing the HTML document including a control code

for controlling the VOD server 11. The WWW browser

27 gives a request for controlling the VOD server 1 1 to

the WWW server 21 when control codes for controlling

the VOD server 1 1 are included in an HTML document

distributed from the WWW server 21. The control

request is sent from the WWW server 21 in the server

computer 12 to the server interface 23. The server inter-

8

face 23 gives an instruction to the server controller 22

for executing control at the control request. On receiving

the instruction the server controller 22 gives commands
to the VOD server 11 through the serial transmission

line 17 to control the VOD server 1 1

.

A specific example will now be given for the control

code for controlling the VOD server 1 1 included in an

HTML document. In general, addition of application

software to the WWW server 21 allows translation of an

HTML document and a database search and so on.

Using this function the embodiment of the inventon

achieves communications with the server controller 22

for controlling the VOD server 1 1 , instead of performing

translation of an HTML document and so on. Therefore

a general-purpose code is used for the control code

added to an HTML document. For example, the follow-

ing code is used in practice for controlling the VOD
server 11 using an HTML document:

<HTML>
<BODY>

<A

HREF=http:/AAww.addres/script/dllA^SRSl.dll?play

?1&/homeA3lay1.html> Play Clip 1 (/A)

</BODY>

</HTML>

In the above code, "Play Clip V is indicated on the

display 16 on the client's side to which the HTML docu-

ment is distributed including the above code. If "Play

Clip 1" is selected (or clicked, for example) on a frame

shown on the display 16 on the client's side, the WWW
browser 27 sends the URL address:

"httpy/www.addres/scrips/dllA/SRSI.dll?play?1&/home/

playl.htmr in the code to the WWW server 21.

"VSRSI.dll?play?1&/homey|3lay1 .html" is a command for

starting up software implementing the server interface

23. VSRSI is a name of the software implementing the

server interface 23. The address and directory of the

server where "VSRSI.dir is located is

"httpy/www.addres/script/dir. The server interface 23 is

thus started and operated. In the code

"play?1&/home/play1.htmr Is a parameter for control-

ling the VOD server 1 1 , such as a number of a clip (an

AV program). In the example clip number 1 is desig-

nated for replay Furthermore a homepage

("yhome/playl.htmn is designated to be displayed dur-

ing replay of the dip.

The server interface 23 started as described above

also sends the Internet address of the client computer

13 having made the request to the server controller 22

in addition to the parameter. The server controller 22

analyzes the parameter and gives a command to the

VOD server 1 1 through the transmission line 1 7 for con-

trolling the VOD server 1 1 . The server controller 22 des-

ignates the output channel conesponding to the

Internet address, refering to the table indicating the

relationship between the Internet addresses and the

EP0 872 987 A2
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output channels. When the server controller 22 gives

the VOD server 1 1 a command for a time-consuming

operation such as a replay of an image, the server con-

troller 22 aeates a virtual image file (referred to as a vir-

tual image in the following description) in an HTML
directory in the HTML file disk 24 under control of the

WWW server 21 if the command is correctly received by

the VOD server 1 1 . The virtual image indicates that the

replay is under way The server controller 22 informs the

client computer 13 of the start of the replay and the ter-

mination of the replay request as well. If necessary,

commands for switching video signals, such as switch-

ing of the switcher 15 and control of an overlay display,

are sent to the client computer 13. The virtual image is

created for each client.

The server controller 22 periodically detects

whether replay is terminated at the VOD server 1

1

through sensing a status of the VOD server 11. When a

15-minute clip is replayed, for exannple. intermittent

detection is performed for 15 minutes. On detection of

termination of replay, the server controller 22 deletes

the virtual image. If a viewer requests that the replay be

stopped, the server controller 22 controls the VOD
server 11 so that the replay is stopped as well as

deletes the virtual image.

On receiving the start of replay the client computer

13 controls switching of video signals, if necessary in

accordance with the command. The client computer 13

then periodically accesses the virtual image in the

server computer 12 through the use of the WWW
browser 27. When the virtual image is deleted, the client

computer 13 determines that the replay is terminated

and controls switching of video signals, if necessary, to

display a frame provided from the client computer 13 on

the display 16.

For allowing periodical access of the client compu-

ter 13 to the virtual image, a Java™ applet (Java™ is a

trademark of Sun Miaosystems, Inc.), a small program

written in the Java™ language is used, for example.

Specifically, an applet may be included in an HTML doc-

ument sent from the WWW server 21 to the WWW
browser 27 so that the WWW browser 27 calls the

applet out of the HTML document for execution. The

applet periodically accesses the virtual image and

determines that a replay is under way while the virtual

image exists. An example of the HTML document

including the applet is shown below:

(HTML)
(BODY)
(APPLET CODE=ClipSense.classWIDTH=100

HEIGHT=100>

(APPLET)

(/BODY)

(/HTML)

In the HTML document above, "ClipSense-class"

designates the file name of the applet. "WIDTH=100

HEIGHTslOG" indicates the area used by the applet.

Reference is now made to Fig. 6 for describing a

series of operations of the VOD system shown in Fig. 1

when the client computer 13 requests a replay of AV
5 data, as an example. For requesting a replay of AV data

on the dient's side, a page of an HTML document

including a control code for controlling the VOD server

1 1 is selected through the use of the WWW browser 27

in the client connputer 13 (step SI). Consequently the

10 WWW server 21 in the server computer 1 2 transfers the

HTML document to the WWW browser 27 (step S2). As

a result, a frame output from the client computer 13

based on the HTML document is shown on the display

16.

15 Rg. 7 illustrates a relationship between a frame out-

putted from the client computer 13 and a frame shown

on a display 16. After step S2. a frame output from the

client conrtputer 13 is displayed on the display 16, such

as the one shown in Fig. 7 with a numeral 81 . When an

20 instruction for a replay of AV data is given on the frame

based on the HTML document on the client's side, the

WWW browser 27 returns to theWWW server 21 a con-

trol code for controlling the VOD server 1 1 in the HTML
document distributed from the WWW server 21 (step

25 S3). The control code is specifically for controlling the

server interface 23 in the server conoputer 12. In the

example shown in Fig. 7. an instruction for a replay of

AV data is made by selecting a part indicating "Close

Encounters with the Jovians" or "Star Truck" on the

30 frame 81

.

The control request is sent from the WWW server

21 in the server computer 12 to the server interface 23.

Consequently the server interface 23 is started (step

S4). The server interface 23 having started then passes

35 a parameter for controlling the VOD server 1 1 to the

server controller 22 (step S5). At the same time, the

server interface 23 sends the Internet address of the cli-

ent computer 13 having made the control request to the

server controller 22. The server controller 22 analyzes

40 the parameter and gives a command to the VOD server

11 through the transmission line 17 for controlling the

VOD server 1 1 (step S6). The server controller 22 des-

ignates the output channel 76 corresponding to the

Internet address, referring to the table indicating the

45 relationship between the Internet addresses and the

output channels. The VOD server 1 1 starts a replay fol-

lowing the command (step S7).

If the command is correctly received by the VOD
server 11, the server controller 22 creates a virtual

50 image in an HTML directory under control of the WWW
server 21 (step S8). The virtual image indicates that the

replay is under way The server controller 22 informs the

dient conrputer 13 of the start of the replay and the

completion of the replay request by transferring an

55 HTML page to the client computer 13 through theWWW
server 21 (step S9). An example of the screen display of

the HTML page is shown with numeral 82 in Fig. 7. The

Java applet may be inserted in the HTML page, for
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example. If necessary, the server controller 22 sends

commands for switching video signals, such as s\witch-

ing of the switcher 15 and control of an overlay display,

to the client computer 1 3.

The server controller 22 periodically detects

whether the replay is terminated at the VOD server 1

1

through sensing a status of the VOD server 1 1 (step

SIO). The replay is terminated at the VOD server 11

(step S1 1) and the server controller 22 detects the ter-

mination of the replay (step S12). The server controller

22 then deletes the virtual image (step Si 3)

On receiving the start of replay, the client computer

13 controls switching of video signals following the com-

mand, if necessary. In a system with the configuration

shown in Fig. 1, for exanriple, the switcher 15 is control-

led for selecting output data from the VOD server 1

1

(step SI 4). As a result, the frame shown on the display

16 is switched to a frame outputted from the VOD server

1 1 as shown in Fig. 7. A frame indicated with numeral

82 is shown on the display 16 with an operation of a key-

board or a mouse while the frame outputted from the

VOD server 1 1 is displayed on the display 16.

Next, the client computer 13 periodically accesses

the virtual image in the server computer 12 by means of

a Java applet, for example (step SI 5). In response to

the access, theWWW server 21 in the server computer

12 transfers the virtual image to the client computer 13

(step SI 6). The client computer 13 detects that the vir-

tual image is deleted (step SIT) and then determines

that the replay is terminated and controls switching of

video signals if necessary. In the system with the config-

uration shown in Fig. 1, for example, the switcher 15 is

controlled for selecting output data of the rate converter

14 (step SI 8). The operation for replay of AV data thus

completes (step S19). As a result, the frame output 82

of the client computer 13 is shown on the display 16 as

shown in Fig. 7, for example. An index 83 shown after

the termination of replay is included in the frame 82 in

the example shown in Fig. 7. The frame returns to the

previous page (the frame 81) by selecting the index 83.

As described so far, the server computer 12

receives the request for controlling the VOD server 11

from the client computer 13 through the use of the

WWW. In response to the request, the instruction is

given to the VOD server 1 1 for controlling the VOD
server 11. As a result, it is no longer necessary on the

client's side to aeate software dedicated to a user inter-

face. Instead, a user interface is aeated through the

use of the WWW browser 27. It is therefore easy to cre-

ate and customize a user interface conforming to cli-

ent's demands. For communication between the client*

s

side and tiie server's side, communication between the

WWW server 21 and the WWW browser 27 is used. It is

therefore no longer necessary to provide another

means of communication.

Currently the market of WWW browsers is rapidly

growing while WWW browsers are incorporated in per-

sonal computers and home electronic information prod-

ucts. A public recognition of the WWW browser is

growing as well. In addition, oistomization of contents

of a browser is easily achieved since an environment for

editing contents is enriched and there are many of those

5 who have experience in editing. The embodiment of the

invention therefore allows clients to change a user inter-

face relatively easily. In particular the embodiment facil-

itates changing a user interface at a museum and a

small theater and so on as a client of a VOD system

10 where a client-specific user interface is required and the

user interface dynamically changes with time and sea-

sons and with an exhibition at a museum and so on.

To be specific, a homepage may be created for con-

trolling the VOD server 11, using the standard HTML
15 As a result, an actual user receiving information from

the VOD server 1 1 may use the WWW browser 27 oper-

ating on the client computer 13 to select a clip on the

homepage written in the HTML displayed by the WWW
browser 27 and to control the VOD server 1 1 for replay-

20 ing video and audio. The clip on the VOD server 1 1 is

seen as a content (a video source) of the WWW
browser 27 by the user of the WWW browser 27.

In the embodiment the separable programs imple-

ment the software for receiving requests from the cli-

25 ent's side through the use of theWWW (the program for

implementing the server interface 23) and the software

for controlling the VOD server 1 1 (the program for imple-

menting the server controller 22). As a result, the soft-

ware programs may be easily diverted to some other

30 system by modifying the hardware-dependent software

for controlling the VOD server 1 1 . It is therefore easy to

produce the hardware-specific software for controlling

the hardware.

The embodiment allows AV data to be sent from the

35 VOD server 1 1 to the client's side through the transmis-

sion line 19 rather than the network 18. The transmis-

sion line 19 could be any high bandwidth transmission

medium, for example, a coaxial cable, a fiber-optical

cable, a microwave or satellite link, or the like. As a

40 result, AV data is transferred at a higher rate without the

restriction imposed by the more limited data transfer

rate in the network 18.

It takes longer for replaying a clip than reading a

text or downloading an image. Consequently, theWWW
45 browser 27 in the client computer 13 is busy while wait-

ing from the time of a request for replay of a clip to its

termination, which inhibits other operations using the

WWW such as completely moving to another page. The

embodiment of the invention provides the virtual image

50 while the VOD server 1 1 is replaying or sending AV
data. The virtual image is accessible from the client's

side using the WWW through the network 18 as well as

indicates that the VOD server 1 1 is replaying AV data.

The client's side detects whether the replay of the AV
55 data is terminated or not by periodically accessing the

virtual image. As a result, the client may perform other

operations using theWWW such as completely moving

to another page without waiting for the termination of
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replay of the AV data as well as recognize the termina-

tion of replay of the AV data.

The embodiment easily provides appropriate infor-

mation for a plurality of clients. This is achieved through

the table stored in the server computer 12, indicating s

the relationship between the network address of each of

the plurality of client computers 13 connected to the net-

work 18 and the channel of each of the clients. On
receiving a request for replay of AV data from the client,

the relationship table is referred to for sending AV data io

to the client having made the replay request through the

channel conresponding to the client.

The embodiment further allows a link to external

relating information and databases through a client hav-

ing a connection to the external Internet. Consequently is

it is easy to obtain information relating to operations of

the VOD server 1 1 such as information relating to a clip

being replayed. This feature will now be described in

detail with reference to Fig. 8. Fig. 8 illustrates an exam-

ple of a VOD system 100 utilized in a museum and so 20

on, connected to the external Internet 110. In a similar

manner to the configuration shown in Fig. 1, the VOD
system 100 in the example comprises a server compu-

ter 12 and a plurality of client computers 13 connected

through a network 1 8 and a VOD server 1 1 controlled by 25

the server computer 12. The VOD system 100 further

comprises another WWW server computer 101 con-

nected to the network 18. The network 18 in the VOD
system 100 is connected to the external Internet 110

through a network bridge 102. The external Internet 110 30

is connected to a plurality of WWW server computers

111.

A numeral 105 in Fig. 8 indicates an example of a

homepage relating to replay of a clip. The homepage is

controlled and distributed by the server computer 12 in 35

the VOD system 100. The homepage includes an item

1 06 for giving an instruction for replay of a particular clip

and an item 107 for giving an instruction for accessing

information relating to the clip. If tiie user selects the

item 106. the particular clip is replayed. If the user 40

selects the item 107, tiie client computer 13 links up

witii specific one of the WWW server computers 1 1

1

connected to the external Internet 110 by means of the

WWW browser 27 to receive information relating to the

clip managed by tiieWWW server computer 111. 45

As described so far, tiie embodiment allows links to

WWW servers tiiroughout the world by the client provid-

ing a connection to the external Internet. For example,

the user may have an access to information relating to a

clip, available in an external source while it is not neces- so

sary tiiat tiie user recognizes its location. The amount of

information of tiie applications of tiie VOD system is

thus inaeased.

The embodiment further allows the client to control

the VOD server 1 1 in a remote place or a plurality of ss

VOD servers 1 1 tiirough the Internet. This feature will

now be described in detail witii reference to Fig. 9. Fig.

9 illustrates an example of one client computer 13 con-

nected to a plurality of server computers 12 for control-

ling the VOD servers 11. In tiie example the one client

computer 13 and tiie plurality of server computers 12

are connected to the network 18. The network 18 is

connected to the external Internet 110 tiirough a net-

work bridge 102. The external Internet 1 10 is connected

to a plurality of server computers 1 2. Each of tiie server

computers 12 is connected to a separate VOD server

1 1 controlled by each of the server computers 12.

In the system shown in Fig. 9. the client computer

13 controls the plurality of VOD servers 11 by giving a

control request to the plurality of server computers 12. A
particular server computer 12 for controlling its corre-

sponding VOD server 1 1 is designated with an Internet

address. Therefore, once the Internet address of each

of the server computers 12 and information of clips

stored in tiie VOD servers 1 1 are known, the cli^t com-

puter 13 is capable of controlling the server computers

12 and the VOD servers 1 1 anywhere in the world as

long as the server computers 12 are connected to the

Internet 110 and an access block for security is

released. For example, in order to control tiie VOD
server 1 1 connected to the server computer 12 witii an

address of Japan, e.g.^vww.abc.co.jp". a control code

in the HTML may be as follows when a dip number to be

replayed is 100:

(A

HREF=http://www.abc.co.jp/scripts/vsrms.dll?play?100

&/next/home.htinl)100 PLAY</A)

In order to control tiie VOD server 1 1 connected to

the server computer 12 with an address of the United

States, e.g. "www.def.com", a control code in the HTML
may be as follows when a clip number to be replayed is

101:

(A

HREF=http7/www.def.com/scripts/vsrms.dll?play?101&

/next/home.html>101 PLAY(/A>

As described so far, the client computer 1 3 is capa-

ble of controlling the plurality of VOD servers 1 1 . As a

result, multi-channel control is achieved such as a multi-

screen.

Furthermore, database construction in the client

computer 13 is easily performed if a command is pro-

vided for capturing a clip stored in tiie VOD server 1 1 in

a remote place through the Internet. In this case, a com-

mand such as list.dll is provided in the server computer

12. A code in the HTML such as the one shown below is

included in a homepage disti'ibuted by the server com-

puter 12:

( A HREF=http://www.abc.co.jp/sCTipts/list.dll

)

LIST OF CLIPS

When the homepage including the code as above

in tiie HTML is accessed from tiie client computer 13,

tiie command list.dll is executed in tiie server computer

12 and the server computer 12 returns a text data cre-

ated from data in tiie VOD server 11 in a form of an

HTML document to tiie client computer 13.

In a similar manner, the status of tiie VOD server 1

1
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in a remote place may be monitored by supplying a

function of making a homepage indicating the status of

the VOD server 1 1 to the WWW server 21 in the server

computer 12. The status of the VOD server 1 1 includes

hardware information of the VOD server 1 1 (the number 5

of effective channels, the number of hard disks, the

operational status of each hard disK the record of fail-

ures and self<Jiagnostic check results) and use informa-

tion (the number of clips stored and the remaining hard

disk space). Such a function is useful for a community

antenna tele^sion or cable television (CATV) station

where the VOD server is used and remote control of the

VOD server in an unattended relay station is performed.

Fig. 10 illustrates an example of such a CATV system.

The CATV system comprises: relay stations 1 22 for sup-

plying programs to individual households 121; opera-

tional stations 123 for controlling the plurality of relay

stations 122; a multi-system operational station 124 for

controlling the plurality of operational stations 123; and

a program sending station 125 for supplying programs

to the relay stations 121 via a satellite 126 and the like.

The monltaing function mentioned above is useful for

such a CATV system with tiie program sending stations

125 each located in a designated area for supplying

programs to each area and performing control by oper-

ating tiie plurality of unattended relay stations 122 from

a main station.

The present invention is not limited to the embodi-

ments described so far wherein tiie VOD server and the

server computer are separated from each other. Alter-

natively an integration of tiie VOD server and the server

computer may be achieved by providing the VOD server

witii a function of tiie server computer. Fig. 1 1 is a block

diagram showing an example of a VOD server having a

function of a server computer. A VOD server 1 20 shown

comprises a storage section 71 and a control section

72. The control section 72 has a main CPU 74; an HDD
interface (shown as HDD i/F) 75; AV data output sec-

tions 76 for respective output channels; and an internal

bus 77 for interconnecting the constituents. The main

CPU 74 has a WWW server 121 , a server controller 1 22

and a server interface 123 each having a function simi-

lar to that of the WWW server 21. the server controller

22 and the server interface 23, respectively, in the

server computer 1 2 In Fig. 1 . The control section 72 has

a function similar to that of the HTML file disk 24 in Fig.

1. The control section 72 further has an AV data inter-

face (shown as AV data I/F) 79 for receiving AV data to

be stored in tiie storage section 71 from an encoder not

shown. The remainder of tiie configuration of tiie VOD
server 120 in Fig. 1 1 is similar to that of the VOD server

1 1 in Fig. 4. The VOD server 120 shown in Fig. 1 1 may
be provided for allowing a simpler connection on tiie

server's side. As a result, costs may be reduced as well.

The present invention is not limited to the VOD sys-

tem desaibed in the foregoing embodiments but may
be applied to any otiier system wherein a specific

device provides a specific information on demand of a

client. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 each illustrate an example of

a system to which the invention is applicable. Rg. 12

illustrates an example of a configuration of an auto-

dianger system using disk players wherein tiie inven-

tion is applied. The auto-changer system comprises: a

server computer 12 and a client computer 13 connected

to each other tiirough an network 18; and a disk cart

system 130 controlled by the server computer 12

through a serial transmission line 133. The disk cart

system 130 conrphses a plurality of disk players 131

each replaying information from an optical disk and a

disk changer 132 for placing an optical disk in each of

the disk players 131. Information replayed by the disk

player 131 is supplied to the client's side tiirough a

tiransmission line 134. In tiie auto-changer system tiie

server computer 12 controls tiie disk cart system 130

instead of the VOD server 1 1 in Fig. 1

.

Fig. 13 illusti-ates an example of a configuration of

an auto-changer system using video cassette recorders

(VCRs) wherein the invention is applied. The auto-

dianger system comprises: a server computer 1 2 and a

client corrputer 13 connected to each other tiirough an

network 18; and a VCR cart system 140 controlled by

tiie server computer 12 through a serial transmission

line 143. The VCR cart system 140 comprises a plural-

ity of VCRs 141 each replaying information from a video

cassette and a changer 142 for placing a video cassette

in each of tiie VCRs 141. Information replayed by tiie

VCR 1 41 is supplied to the client's side through a trans-

mission line 144. In the auto-changer system tiie server

computer 12 controls the VCR cart system 140 instead

of the VOD server 1 1 in Fig. 1

.

While tiie term HTML has been used tiiroughout

tills application as the designation for tiie hypertext

markup language preferably to be used, it should be

apparent tiiat the invention is not limited to the use of

HTML per se and other hypertext languages, as tiiey

are developed, may also be suitable. The use of "HTML"

as a term in tiie description and claims is therefore to be

construed as encompassing any suitable hypertext lan-

guage which can be used by a compatible browser.

As described so far. the apparatus for providing

information and the method thereof and the computer-

readable storage medium retaining a program for pro-

viding information all allow receipt of a demand for pro-

viding information from a client through tiie network,

using the^world wide web. In response to tiie demand
for providing information, information required is sent to

tiie client tiirough a transmission line different from the

network. As a result, a user interface is created on tiie

client's side by means of the world wide web browser. It

is therefore easy to create and customize a user inter-

face conforming to client's demands. Because tiie infor-

mation is sent to tiie client through the transmission line

rather than the network, tiie information is transferred at

a higher rate without tiie bandwidUi restrictions imposed

by the lower data transfer rate in tiie network. Furtiier-

more, the invention allows a link to databases and relat-
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ing information in an external source by the client

providing a connection to the external Internet. It is

therefore easy to obtain infornnation relating to the pro-

vided infornnation. The invention further allows the client

to receive information from an apparatus in a remote 5

place or a plurality of apparatuses through the Internet.

The apparatus for providing information and the

method thereof and the computer-readable storage

medium retaining a program for providing information

may further allow generation of information indicating 10

sending. The information indicating sending indicates

that information in demand is being sent and allows

access of the client thereto through the network, using

the world wide web while the information in demand is

being sent. The client is tiius allowed to perform another is

operation using the world wide web without waiting for

completion of information being provided. The client is

allowed to recognize completion of information being

provided as well.

Although the present invention has been shown 20

and described with respect to preferred embodiments,

various changes and modifications are deemed to lie

within the spirit and scope of the invention as claimed.

Claims 25

1. An apparatus for providing information on demand
to a client comprising:

a server means for receiving through a net- 30

worK using a world wide web. a demand from

the client to provide information to the client

and

a data storage means controlled by the server

means for sending the information to the client 55

through a transmission line different from the

network in response to the demand from the

client received by the server means.

2. An apparatus for providing information according to 40

claim 1 wherein the server means further includes a
first means for generating and sending to the client,

status information indicating that the demanded
information is being sent by the data storage means
through the transmission line and simultaneously 45

allowing access by the client tiiereto through the

network, using the world wide web.

3. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 2 wherein the first means furtiier sends a pro- so

gram to tiie dient for allowing the client periodic

access to tiie status information tiirough the net-

work using the world wide web.

4. A method of providing information on demand to a ss

client comprising steps of:

receiving a demand from a client for providing

information through a network, using a world

wide web as a system for providing a link to

information on a global compute' infornnation

network and

sending information to the client tiirough a

transmission line different from the network in

response to tiie received demand.

5. A metiiod of providing information according to

daim 4 furttier comprising a step of generating sta-

tus information which indicates tiiat the demanded
information is being sent to tiie client and allows

access of by the dient thereto through the network,

using tiie world wide web while the demanded infor-

mation is being sent to the dient.

6. A method of providing information according to

daim 5 furtiier comprising a step of sending a pro-

gram for allowing the client periodic access to the

status information through the network, using tiie

world wide web.

7. A computer-readable storage medium retaining a
program for providing information on demand
wherein the program for providing information

allows a computer to implement a function of

receiving a demand for providing information from a

dient through a network, using a world wide web as

a system for providing a link to information on a glo-

bal conputer information network and a function of

sending information to the client through a trans-

mission line different from tiie network in response

to tiie demand for providing information from the cli-

ent.

8. A computer-readable storage medium retaining a

program for providing information according to

daim 7 wherein tiie program further allows tiie

computer to implement a function of generating sta-

tus information which indicates tiiat tiie demanded
information is being sent through tiie function of

sending information and allows access by tiie dient

thereto through the network, using tiie world wide

web while the information in demand is being sent.

9. A computer-readable storage medium retaining a
program for providing information according to

daim 8 wherein tiie program further allows tiie

computer to implement a function of sending a pro-

gram for allowing the client periodic access to tiie

status information tiirough the network, using ttie

world wide web.

10. An apparatus for providing information on demand
to a dient comprising:

a network;

a transmission link, separate from tiie network.
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for conveying requested information, the trans-

mission link having a higher data transmission

rate than the network;

a client station connected to the network and

the transmission link, the client station includ- s

ing world wide web (WWW) browser means for

sending an information demand via the net-

work;

a server station connected to the network and

the transmission link for receiving via the net- 10

work the information demand from the client

station, the server station including a data stor-

age means for sending Information spedfled by

the received information demand to the client

station through the transmission link. is

11. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the network includes the global

conrputer information network.

20

12. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the global computer information

network is the Internet.

13. An apparatus for providing information according to 25

claim 10 wherein the server station further com-

prises:

a WWW server for receiving, via the network,

the information demand from the client station; 30

a server controller for controlling the data stor-

age means by giving a command to the data

storage means;

a server interlace for interfacing between the

WWW server and the server controller; and 35

a hypertext markup language (HTML) file stor-

age means accessible by the server controller

and the WWW server for storing documents

written In HTML.
40

14. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 13 wherein:

provides an instruction to the server controller

for causing the sen/er controller to command
the data storage means to supply particular

demanded information to the client station via

the transmission link.

15. An apparatus for providing information according to

daim 13 further comprising:

a plurality of client stations each having a differ-

ent network address, wherein the server inter-

face sends the server controller the network

address of the client station which sent the

information demand;

a plurality of transmission links, each con-

nected between the data storage means and a

different client station; and
' a data table in the server controller indicating a

relationship between each transmission link

and the network address of the client station to

which that transmission link is connected and

the server controller uses the network address

supplied by the server Interface and the data

table to control the data storage means to send

the demanded information from the data stor-

age means via a coresponding transmission

link to the client station which has sent the

information demand.

16. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 15 wherein:

the server controller creates a virtual image

file, indicating that information is being sent to

the client station, in the HTML file storage

means at the time that the server controller

controls the data storage means to send the

demanded information to the client station and

further notifies the client station, via the WWW
server and the network, of the beginning and

end of the transfer of the demanded informa-

tion via the transmission link.

1 7. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 16 wherein the client station further com-

prises:

a display means;

a client computer, including a parallel input/out-

put controller and the WWW browser;

a rate converter connected to and controlled by

the parallel Input/output controller for convert-

ing video signals outputted from the parallel

Input/output controller to video signals for dis-

play by the display means; and

a switcher controlled by the parallel input/out-

put controller and connected to selectively out-

put to the display means eitiier an output from

tiie HTML documents include control codes for

implementing a user Interface using the WWW 45

browser means at the client station and data

storage means control codes for controlling the

data storage means;

the WWW server can read out an HTML docu-

ment from the HTML file storage means, and so

send tiie HTML document to the WWW
browser via tiie network;

a client, using the WWW browser, can send an

information demand via the network by sending

tiie data storage means control code embodied ss

in tiie HTML document to theWWW server;

the server interface receives the data storage

means control code from WWW server and
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the parallel input/output controller or the trans-

mission link, the client computer causing the

switcher to output to the display means the out-

put from the transmission link in response to

notification from the server controller via the

WWW server and the network, of the beginning

of the transfer of the demanded information via

the transmission link and causes the switcher

to output to the display means the output from

the parallel input/output controller in response

to notification from the server controller via the

WWW server and the network, of the end of the

transfer of the demanded information.

18. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 13 wherein the HTML file storage means
stores homepages for one or more client stations.

19. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the client station further com-

prises:

a display means;

a client computer, including a parallel input/out-

put controller and the WWW browser;

a rate converter connected to and controlled by

the parallel input/output controller for convert-

ing video signals outputted from the parallel

input/output controller to video signals for dis-

play by the display means; and

a switcher controlled by the client computer

and connected to selectively output to the dis-

play means either an output from the parallel

input/output controller or the transmission link.

20. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the network includes a global

communications network and further comprising:

a plurality of server stations and each server

station has a different network address;

a plurality of transmission links, each con-

nected between the data storage means of

each server station and one or more client sta-

tions.

21 . An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the data storage means com-

prises a plurality of optical disk players.

22. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the data storage means com-

prises a plurality of video cassette players.

23. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 10 wherein the server station further includes

a first means for generating and sending to the cli-

ent station, status information, the status informa-

tion including information indicating that the

demanded information is being sent by the data

storage means through the transmission link, and

simultaneously allowing access by the dient station

5 to the status information through the network, using

the world wide web.

24. An apparatus for providing information according to

claim 23 wherein the status information includes at

10 least one of information of a number of operation-

ally effective transmission links, a number of hard

disks in the data storage means, a record of system

failures, self-diagnostic check results, a number of

dips of audio/visual information stored by the data

15 storage means, and a remaining hard disk space of

the data storage means.

25. An apparatus for providing information according to

daim 23 wherein the first means further sends a

20 program to the client for allowing the client periodic

access to the status information through the net-

work, using the world wide web.

26. A method for providing information on demand to a

25 dient comprising the steps of:

sending an information demand to a server sta-

tion via a network from a client station con-

nected to the network;

30 receiving at the server station, via the network.

the information demand from the client station

and sending information specified by the

received information demand to the client sta-

tion from a data storage means through a

35 transmission link, separate from the network.

the transmission link having a higher data

transmission rate than the network.

27. A method for providing information according to

40 claim 26 wherein the steps of sending the informa-

tion demand include sending the information

demand via the global computer information net-

work.

45 28. A method for providing information according to

daim 26 wherein the steps performed at the server

station further comprise:

receiving at a world wide web (WWW) server,

50 via the network, the demand from the dient sta-

tion to provide information to the client station;

controlling the data storage means, through a

server controller connected to the data storage

means, by giving a command to the data stor-

55 age means;

interfadng through a server interface between

theWWW server and the server controller; and

storing dooiments written in a hypertext

10

15

30

35

50

55
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markup language (HTML) in an HTML file stor-

age means accessible by the server controller

and the WWW server

29. A method for providing information according to s

claim 28, further comprising the steps of:

embedding in the HTML documents control

codes for implementing a user interface using a

WWW browser at the client station and data io

storage means control codes for controlling the

data storage means and

reading out an HTML document from the HTML
file storage means at the server station using

the WWW server and sending it to the WWW is

browser via the network and receiving a data

storage means control code as part of an infor-

mation demand by the client station;

sending an information demand via the net-

work by using theWWW browser at the server zo

station to send a data storage means control

code embodied in the HTML document;

receiving at the server interface at the server

station the data storage means control code

fromWWW server and providing an Instruction 2s

to the server controller for causing the server

controller to command the data storage means

to supply particular demanded information to

the client station via the transmission link

30

30. A method for providing information according to

claim 26 wherein there are a plurality of client sta-

tions and each client station has a different network

address, there are a plurality of transmission links,

each connected between the data storage means 35

and a different client station and further comprising

the steps at the server station of:

sending the server controller, via the WWW
server and the server interface, the network 40

address of the client station sending an infor-

mation demand;

storing in the server controller a data table indi-

cating a relationship between each transmis-

sion link and the network address of the client 45

station to which that transmission link is con-

nected and using the network address supplied

by the server interface and the data table to

control the data storage means to send

demanded information from the data storage so

means to the client station which has sent the

information demand.

31. A method for providing information according to

claim 26, further comprising the steps at the server 55

station of:

creating a virtual image file which indicates that

information is being sent to the client station;

storing the virtual image file in the HTML file

storage means at the time that the data storage

means is sending the demanded information to

the client station; and

notifying the client station, via server interface,

theWWW server and the network, of the begin-

ning and end of the transfer of the demanded

information via the transmission link.

32. A method for providing information according to

daim 31 further comprising the steps at the client

station of:

selectively outputting to a display an output

from tiie transmission link in response to notifi-

cation from tiie server controller via the WWW
server and the network, of tiie beginning of tiie

transfer of the demanded information via the

transmission link and outputting to the display

the output from a parallel input/output controller

in response to notification from the server con-

troller via theWWW server and the network, of

the end of the transfer of the demanded infor-

mation via the transmission link.

33. An apparatus for providing information on demand

to a client comprising:

a network;

a transmission link, separate from the network,

for conveying requested information from one

location to another, the transmission link hav-

ing a higher data transmission rate tiian tiie

network;

a client station connected to the network, the

client station including world wide web (WWW)
browser means for sending an information

demand via tiie network;

a server station connected to tiie network and

the transmission link for receiving via the net-

work the information demand from tiie client

station, the server station including a data stor-

age means for sending information specified by

the received information demand tiirough the

transmission link.
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